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JOIN THE MARKET LEADER IN ULTRASONIC WELDING TECHNOLOGY

Qualified candidates, please submit your resume with Ultrasonic Engineer in the subject line to:   
jobs@herrmannultrasonics.com 

Immerse yourself into the fascinating world of ultrasonic welding! Herrmann Ultrasonics develops and builds machines that join 
plastics, packaging materials and nonwovens with ultrasonic vibration. This technology is suitable in many industries, such as medical, 
electronics, food and filtration. With nearly 480 global employees, based within 4 Headquarters and 20 Tech Centers, we are represented 
in 18 countries worldwide.  Become part of our dynamic team in the United States and apply as:

Ultrasonic Engineer (MI)
Based out of MI you will be responsible for providing onsite technical expertise to customers allowing them efficient and successful utili-
zation of our equipment. You are instrumental in the customers overall perception of ultrasonics and Herrmann as a company, becoming 
their trusted adviser. You possess the critical ingenuity to maintain equipment and to assist with application development. The global 
PLASTICS engineering team will provide you with support on your new and existing projects.

What makes Herrmann stand out:
��  Family owned business
�� Technology leader
��  Investment in employee education through  
Herrmann Academy
�� Rewarding business model with competitive benefits
�� A respect for people, process and the planet

What sets you apart:
��  3 years’ technical and mechanical experience, preferably in plastics 
industry
�� Bachelor degree in electrical or mechanical engineering
�� Knowledge of electrical, pneumatics, and basic PLC knowledge
��  Experience in servicing or trouble-shooting manufacturing equipment
�� Additional language skills (German, Spanish)

Eric Helton would be your colleague on the  
PLASTICS team
What he enjoys most about his job:

   
The unique challenges that require a solution in both fields  
of applications and service

   
Traveling to customer sites to experience other manufacturing  
environment and enhancing their processes

  The ability to collaborate with colleagues internally and globally

   
Working with a team that is passionate about ultrasonics and  
surpassing customer expectations


